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25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars

Overview 

The 25Live® event request/scheduling, registration/e-commerce, and 
publishing application, along with the 25Live Publisher tool, make it 
easy to publish event calendars to existing page locations on your 
website in a style and with the contents suitable to each location. 
Together, 25Live and 25Live Publisher allow you to select the events to 
appear on your website and present them in an appropriate calendar, 
rolling list, or “tickler” format embedded seamlessly within the page or 
pages appropriate to individual viewing audiences. (Your calendar 
visitors can register and pay for events by selecting links added to event 
entries in 25Live using E-Commerce functionality.))

How it works

Events in the Series25® database are selected for publication in 25Live, 
then sent to 25Live Publisher where event calendars are set up and 
formatted, then published to the website URL specified for each 
calendar, which is the web page location where the calendar is 
embedded. 

Event and location data sent to the Publisher is refreshed on an ongoing 
basis directly from your Series25 database. As event details change in 
25Live or R25, the updates are sent automatically to 25Live Publisher 
and to the calendars already embedded on your website. The figure 
below shows the flow whereby current data gets from the Series25 
database to the published calendars on your website: 

R25 25Live

Series25
Database

25Live
Publisher

Calendars
published to 
your website
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Publishing components
Publishing components

25Live 25Live is the application used to aggregate or group events created in 
25Live (or R25), then send them to 25Live Publisher for publication to 
your website (or to a content management system).

Event and location searches, created and saved in 25Live (or R25), are 
the recommended vehicle for selecting the events to send to 25Live 
Publisher for publication to the web.

Sending data to 25Live Publisher 

In 25Live, you select either events or locations to send to 25Live 
Publisher. When you select locations, you’re actually sending the events 
happening in those locations.

Events may be sent to 25Live Publisher from any context where a user 

signed in to 25Live can see the  icon.

To complete the “Send” operation, the 25Live user must sign in to 
25Live Publisher with a separate, Publisher username/logon provided by 
CollegeNET.
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Publishing components
25Live Publisher 25Live Publisher is the tool used to set up and format calendars of event 
data sent from 25Live, and to generate the code used to publish the 
calendars to specified online locations. 

An example “development” calendar of events newly sent to 25Live 
Publisher looks like this. This working version of a calendar now needs 
to be set up and formatted, and JavaScript code generated to embed the 
online version of the calendar in the web page HTML source code on 
the institution’s website, for example, or a community calendar. 

Data preparation 
for publishing

As illustrated on page 1, event data to be sent to Publisher calendars 
may originate in 25Live or R25 (or in your SIS via the Series25-SIS 
Interface), and is fed to the calendars from the Series25 database. 
System security and saved searches are important components of the 
overall publishing process. 

Security requirements

The functional- and object-level security permissions of the 25Live user 
determine whether that user can send events to 25Live Publisher and 
which events and locations the user can view and, therefore, select to 
send events to Publisher. 

Note 25Live “locations” are equivalent to R25 “spaces.” 
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 3



Publishing components
 

Functional access to Publisher 

To access 25Live Publisher and the functionality behind the  icon, a 
user must sign in to 25Live as a member of a security group that has 
functional-level security (FLS) for “Interfaces > vCalendar Publish” set 
to “Can use all features” in the 25Live Administration Utility (“Full 
Control” in R25).

Object-level access to events and locations

The 25Live user must also have a minimum “View Only” (“Read Only” 
in R25) object-level security (OLS) access to all events and locations to 
be sent from 25Live; that is, the user can send to 25Live Publisher any 
events/locations he or she can view in 25Live. 

Create separate user identities 

Because of potential conflicts in their functions, it is recommended that 
the 25Live sign-in user acting as the Functional Administrator not be 
empowered to send events to 25Live Publisher.

We recommend you create a separate sign-in identity—for example, 
with the user name “25Live Publisher Seat”— and a dedicated security 
group for that user, who’ll be sending events or events-in-locations from 
25Live. Be sure the OLS settings for the Publisher Seat user support 
retrieval of just the events and locations your school wants to include 
in published event calendars. 

To learn about specifying FLS and OLS using the 25Live Administration 
Utility, see the 25Live Security Administration document, available here:

http://knowledge25.collegenet.com/display/CustomerResources/25Live+Documentation
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Publishing components
Saved searches

As already mentioned, the recommended method for selecting the 
events and events-by-location to send to 25Live Publisher from 25Live 
is to create saved event and location searches in 25Live (or R25).

The Functional Administrator is probably the best candidate to build 
and save searches that precisely specify the criteria for selecting the 
events, or event locations/spaces, to send to Publisher calendars. The 
Functional Administrator may also serve double duty as the individual 
that signs in to 25Live with the 25Live Publisher Seat username/
password and runs the searches, generating results based on the OLS of 
that user, then completes each “send” to Publisher. 

Whether searches are created in 25Live or R25, the Functional 
Administrator needs to “share,” in R25, the searches created using the 
Administrator logon to make them visible in the Publisher Seat’s 25Live 
environment.
 

 

Security requirements for creating searches in 25Live

Special security permissions are required to run and save “Advanced” 
searches in 25Live. For details, see “Functional security required for 
searching” in the 25Live Security Administration document.

How you save searches in 25Live is important!

In 25Live, you can save either the criteria you used to create the search 
or the results generated when you ran the search before saving. Which 
you choose determines how Publisher feeds are maintained and updated. 

When you save event/location search criteria, feed updates will include 
all the events or locations that match those criteria at the time the feed is 
updated. When you save search results, feed updates will include only 
the data relevant to the specific events or locations returned by the 
original saved search. For example: If you search for locations with a 
maximum capacity of 50 – 75 and a Smart Panel, saving the search 
criteria will return results based on those criteria whenever the feed is 
updated so, in two months, running the search will include data for two 
additional locations since upgraded to match those criteria. If the search 
was saved as results, feed updates will include any new event 
information for exactly the same locations found when the search was 
created; the original search criteria are not considered.
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Publishing components
Example #1: Creating an event search

An example search might return all events in the Special Events 2013 
cabinet, with selected event types of interest to the potential calendar 
audience, and a Confirmed event state. 

The example event search created in 25Live looks like this:

Note For help on searching in 25Live, refer to the context-specific 
help (accessed by clicking the  icon for the current search 
view).

Identify the searches intended for Publisher sends

To make them easy to spot, you may want to establish a convention for 
naming the shared searches intended for use by the Publisher Seat. 
For example, each search name might start with “publish_”.
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Publishing components
An event search might be shared with other users in R25 and become a 
search favorite of the 25Live Publisher Seat user. Running this “Starred” 
event search in 25Live, in preparation for sending to the Publisher, 
returns search results based on the security permissions of the current 
user:

Example #2: Creating a search for locations

An example search might return all locations in the Casey Commons 
category with a capacity between 20 and 40, inclusive. 

The example location search created in 25Live looks like this:
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Publishing components
The location search might be shared with other users in R25 and become 
a search favorite of the 25Live Publisher Seat user. Running this 
“Starred” location search in 25Live, in preparation for sending to the 
Publisher, returns search results based on the security permissions of 
the current user:
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 8



Configuration options for publishing
Configuration options for publishing

Setting up 25Live 
Publisher integration

Part of the administrative tasks for setting up the 25Live Publisher is 
editing, as needed, the Publisher Settings specified on the Integration 
tab of the 25Live Administration Utility:

Use the Default Publisher Display Options section to initialize your 
institution’s preferences for displaying event entries in calendars:

• Will events be identified by their event name or their title?

• Will locations be identified by their short or their formal name?

• Will event entries include text from the 25Live event Comments 
field (the equivalent of the Reservation Comments field in R25)?

• Will the feed include events with no location assignments?

• Will setup/takedown times be displayed?

The display options set in the Administration Utility are defaults that 
may be changed by the user in the process of sending events to the 
Publisher from 25Live.
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Configuration options for publishing
The Publishing Date Range fields let you specify the number of days 
into the past and the future for which events will be displayed. These 
defaults may not be changed by the user creating a feed.

Configuring an 
alternate landing 
page for 25Live

The Application tab in the Configuration Utility includes an option for 
an “Alternate Landing Page Calendar,” which provides another way to 
make a calendar available to users, along with access to 25Live.  

To implement this option, you copy and paste the spud code 
(information on spuds starts on page 13) for a calendar formatted and 
published via the 25Live Publisher to populate a system-provided 
landing page that includes a link to the 25Live Event Wizard. Before 
you provide the appropriate calendar spud code in the Configuration 
Utility, the landing page looks like this (customized to match your own 
logo and color branding specified during 25Live setup):

The address of the landing page consists of your school's base 25Live 
URL, followed by /calendar.html; 
that is, the syntax for a calendar URL is:
25live.collegenet.com/YourSchool.edu/calendar.html
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 10



Configuration options for publishing
After you’ve completed your calendar setup using 25Live Publisher—as 
described in this document—copy the spud code from the calendar's 
Publishing Control Panel (see page 33) into the Calendar Spud Code 
field in the Configuration Utility to embed the calendar in your landing 
page; here’s a basic sample not yet formatted and branded:  

To learn more about configuring and managing all aspects of 25Live, 
see the 25Live documentation library available here:

http://knowledge25.collegenet.com/display/CustomerResources/25Live+Documentation

For example:

A school called Anywhere University has this 25Live instance:
25live.collegenet.com/anywhere

... and their calendar URL is:
25live.collegenet.com/anywhere.edu/calendar.html
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 11
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Your event publishing team
Your event publishing team

Your event publishing team should ideally include at least two 
individuals to manage the process of getting events from 25Live to their 
final published locations on your website:  a Functional Administrator 
and a web developer. 

If the Functional Administrator is both setting up the searches for feed 
creation and sending events to 25Live, you’ll probably want to create a 
separate 25Live Publisher Seat sign-in user with the appropriate security 
restrictions, as described in “Create separate user identities” on page 4.

In 25Live/R25 A 25Live/R25 Functional Administrator will oversee the overall 
process of:

• Determining what calendars are needed at what locations on your 
website

• Developing marketing/publicity strategy

• Determining the required appearance and functionality of each 
embedded calendar or event tickler/crawler/reminder

• Getting the required high-level approvals of proposed event content

• Creating the event/location searches and sharing them, if 
appropriate

• Sending event data from 25Live to 25Live Publisher for formatting 
and publication (logged in as the 25Live Publisher Seat)

The business practices and responsibilities at your institution will 
determine how tasks are actually managed and performed, and whether 
one or several individuals will be preparing searches and sending data to 
the Publisher. 

In 25Live Publisher A dedicated web developer is probably the individual at your site best 
qualified to perform the tasks on the 25Live Publisher end that include 
setting up and formatting calendars, and generating and embedding the 
code required to make the calendars available to your website.

Note Depending on the requirements of your institution and the 
separation of roles, web developers may sign in to 25Live 
Publisher with the same Publisher logon used to send events 
from 25Live. If separate Publisher logons are used, however, 
the user sending events from 25Live needs to share each 
calendar sent to the Publisher with the web developer who will 
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 12



Publishing example
prepare them for online publication. Sharing calendars is also 
required if multiple Publisher logons are used from the 25Live 
end; for example, if various departments choose to manage their 
own data transmissions to the Publisher but want, for example, 
to collaborate in creating a merged master calendar in Publisher 
that comprises several searches sent from 25Live. (Your 
Series25 Account Manager can provide information on using 
multiple Publisher accounts.)

Publishing example

To publish a calendar of select activities to a school’s web page for the 
Alumni Association, the Functional Administrator in 25Live might 
aggregate and send to the Publisher events sponsored by the Music 
Department, Dance, and Community Events. This might be done using 
three separate event searches, where each set of events is sent from 
25Live to the same “development calendar” in 25Live Publisher, called 
“Alumni Calendar.” (See the illustration on the next page.)

In 25Live Publisher, the web developer would set up and format a main 
“calendar spud” (described in the following section) to be embedded on 
the Alumni page. The developer would also set up a grouping of 
accompanying “control” or “promotion” spuds; for example, to allow 
visitors to easily pick a date in the published calendar or search for a 
particular event. For each spud selected, the Publisher automatically 
generates, during setup, the code to embed in the source code for the 
Alumni page. The developer would create a test version of the page 
using the Publisher-generated code and any additional code required to 
integrate the calendar and other spuds into the page content.

The Functional Administrator, and any other interested individuals, 
would then review the test version of the page, and, when satisfied, 
approve going “live” with the page updates.

The Functional Administrator might ask the web developer to create and 
place other spuds for the same development calendar; for example, to 
merge the calendar feed into a “promotion” spud of a broader set of 
events that might run horizontally across the bottom of the school home 
page.
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 13
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The role of spuds and views in 25Live publishing
The role of spuds and views in 25Live publishing

Spuds A spud is a widget that you set up to present calendar data on your 
website. Spuds behave like portals on your web pages, drawing calendar 
data directly from your Series25 database (via the feeds sent to the 
calendar from 25Live) and format information from the calendar’s 
publish settings in 25Live Publisher. Once the calendar is live online, 
any changes in 25Live (or R25) to the related event data or changes to 
your Publisher calendar setup are reflected automatically in the 
embedded spud.

For each spud you select for a development calendar, 25Live Publisher 
generates small segments of code that you embed on your website to 
publicize calendar data. There are three types of spuds available for 
event calendar presentation: 

Calendar spuds

Calendar spuds show event data in a selected calendar “view.” You 
select a default view for the calendar spud attached to a “development” 
calendar, and may optionally provide alternate view options (one day, 
one week, and so on) for visitor selection from the online calendar. (See 
“View options for calendars” on page 16.)

Control spuds

Control spuds add navigation functionality to a calendar (such as view 
selection, go-to-date search entry, or keyword search). 

Promotion spuds

Promotion spuds publicize upcoming events, for example, in a scrolling 
list or page crawler. You use promotion spuds on pages of your website 
that don’t contain your main calendar spud; for example, an upcoming 
events crawler.

Do not use the Map calendar spud!

This spud does not work in the Publisher. as it uses physical address 
rather than latitude/longitude; the physical address is not provided by 
Series25 WebServices.
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The role of spuds and views in 25Live publishing
There’s also a promotion spud that lets you select the month/date for 
viewing from a small Date Finder selection calendar (see the example 
below). 

Note When creating a promotion spud, you can identify just certain, 
featured events from the calendar to limit the display of events 
in the promotion. See “Filtering events to appear in promotion 
spuds” on page 49.

Example of spuds accompanying main calendar spud

You might choose several spuds to accompany a single calendar; for 
example, a Date Finder promotion spud and a Search control spud:

Note:  See the following online article for detailed descriptions and 
examples of Publisher spuds:
 http://knowledge25.collegenet.com/display/Series25/
25Live+Publisher+Spud+Description+and+Example.

View options for 
calendars

For each calendar you publish, you select a default view. The view 
governs how events are presented in the main, embedded calendar, and 
comprises the layout and other attributes that you specify during 
calendar setup. For example, for some views, you can change the 
number of events that appear on a page and how they’re grouped within 
that page. You can choose from a variety of view options for your main 
calendar (for example, a Classic Month or a Classic Multi-Day view); 
and you may add alternate views to give the web user choices for 
viewing the calendar online. You select each calendar view from the 
options displayed in the calendar publish settings:
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 16
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The role of spuds and views in 25Live publishing
Customizing the 
calendar look and 
feel 

Part of the web development task for preparing calendars for publication 
is customizing the spuds and views selected for your calendar so they 
match your website design. 25Live Publisher provides lots of flexibility 
for customizing the view(s) you provide of your main calendar as well 
as the styles and other settings for any of the spuds you choose to use. 
These settings are all accessible from the calendar’s Publishing Control 
Panel generated during calendar setup (see “Setting up a new calendar 
sent from 25Live” beginning on page 29); for example:
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The publishing process
The publishing process

The overall publishing process is summarized on page 20 and explained 
in more detail below.

Note How you choose to implement the process may differ from the 
guidelines described in the following pages, depending, for 
example, on your scheduling office needs and relationships, and 
the extent of your publishing goals.

Before you start publishing:

The designated Functional Administrator for 25Live, in collaboration 
with the Series25 implementation team, needs to: 

• Decide what calendars are needed for what website locations, and 
who is responsible for each.

• Ensure the 25Live user or users who’ll send events to the Publisher 
have the appropriate security specified in the 25Live Administration 
Utility (or in R25).

• Determine what event content belongs on each calendar, and how 
each embedded calendar should look.

• If they don’t already exist, create saved searches that group the 
appropriate sets of events to be published online. Be sure the 
searches are accessible to the 25Live user(s) who’ll be sending 
events to the Publisher.

• Set up notification workflow, if desired, based on 25Live “Publish 
to Calendar” requirements — the “editor” option that may be 
included in the 25Live Event Wizard configuration to support 
“Publish to Calendar” event requirements created in the 25Live 
Administration Utility and attached to specific event types in the 
Event Type Hierarchy. 

Publish to Calendar requirements are designed to facilitate the 
publishing process by letting schedulers initiate tasks (for example, 
for the 25Live Publisher Seat) for Tentative or Confirmed events 
that need to be published. To learn more about using the Publish to 
Calendar editor as part of your publishing workflow, see 
“Implementing the Publish to Calendar editor” in the “Event Wizard 
configuration” section of the 25Live Configuration Utility 
document, available here:

http://knowledge25.collegenet.com/display/CustomerResources/25Live+Documentation
25Live Guide to Publishing Calendars Release 25 18
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The publishing process
In 25Live:

To publish a set of events, the Functional Administrator (or other 
designated user) needs to:

• Sign in to 25Live as a user with the appropriate security for sending 
events to the Publisher (such as the recommended Publisher Seat).

• Run an event or location search (or a pre-defined grouping, if 
desired, such as “starred” events or events in “starred” locations) 
to display a set of events, or locations hosting events, to publish.

• Choose Send to Publisher for the locations or events returned from 
the search in 25Live, then sign in to 25Live Publisher to send the 
events to a new or existing Publisher calendar.

• Share the calendar with the web developer, if using separate logons.

In 25Live Publisher:

The web developer needs to:

• Complete the basic settings for each new events calendar to be 
published, including specifying the web address where the calendar 
is to be published.

• Select the view format for the main calendar spud, and complete 
settings as needed. 

• Set up control and promotion spuds for the calendar, as needed. 

• As each spud is selected and set up, generate the JavaScript code for 
the spud and embed the code in the development/test version of the 
HTML source code of the target web page.

• Test completed calendar look and functionality.

• Go live.

Notes The web developer may choose to create and format the 
required calendars in Publisher before any events have been 
sent from 25Live. In this scenario, the 25Live Publisher Seat 
user sends the required groupings of event data to the already 
“existing” calendars created in 25Live Publisher.

You can use a completed calendar setup as a template for setting 
up additional calendars. See “Creating templates for use with 
multiple calendars” on page 37.
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• Create searches in R25 or 25Live, 
as needed

• Share the searches if a different 
signed-in user will send events to 
Publisher

• Display search results for a set of 
events or their locations in 25Live

• Sign in to Publisher and send the 
events from 25Live to a new or 
existing calendar

Send events to Publisher

Review embedded calendar/spuds in 
test version of web page; verify 
content and functionality
Go live

...Refine settings from Publishing 
Control Panel:
• Click Publish to generate JavaScript 

code for main calendar
• Copy and paste the generated 

JavaScript code to test
• Add additional spuds, as needed; 

copy & paste the generated 
JavaScript code to test

• Complete formatting as needed

Administrator/web developer
Decide which events to publish 
where:
• Identify needed calendars: their 

locations, purpose, content
• Determine what types of 

presentation are needed for each
• Identify criteria for selecting 

events to send to Publisher
• Identify the development calendar 

destinations for sending events to 
Publisher

Establish goals

Decide:
• Who will be the 25Live 

administrator in charge of sending 
events to Publisher? One user or 
several?

• Who will be the 25Live Publisher 
web developer?

• Whether the web developer will 
have a separate Publisher logon, 
or share with the administrator

• How you will manage the 
calendar setup/testing/review 
process

Establish schedule / responsibilities

If you’re not sharing a 
single Publisher logon for 
all administration and web 
development tasks:
• In 25Live Publisher, 

share each new 
calendar sent from 
25Live with your web 
developer

Administrator tasks

As needed, set up the calendar for 
publication:
• Select a calendar in the left 

column to make it the Current 
Calendar

• Click Publish for the selected 
calendar and complete the 
basic publish settings
• Select default calendar view
• Select any calendars to mix 

in
• Specify the URL where the 

calendar is to be embedded

Web developer tasks

•

•

Identifying calendar requirements & sending content from 25Live:

Preparing & publishing the calendars in 25Live Publisher: 



Establishing publishing goals
Establishing publishing goals

There may be a number of places on your website where you want to 
embed full calendars or promotional reminders of selected events.

Before you start, make a plan for what you want to publish, how and 
where, and what visual presentation is appropriate to each spud output.

What calendars do 
you want?

Questions to consider include:

• What departments have what requirements for publishing events?

• How will you select and send data to 25Live Publisher?

• How and where will the data appear online? 

What’s the strategy 
for sending calendar 
content to 25Live 
Publisher?

There are a number of choices for how you might choose to organize the 
data you select and send to 25Live Publisher.

The content that appears in an embedded calendar may be fed from a 
single event grouping sent from 25Live, such as a search that returns all 
events with the event type Performance sponsored by the Theatre 
department. 

Alternatively, a published calendar may comprise a number of 
groupings, each sent separately from 25Live; for example, a search each 
for events sponsored by Theatre, Music, and Dance. The groupings 
might all be sent to the same calendar in 25Live Publisher, or to 
different calendars. A single Publisher development calendar may be 
published to your website on its own, then “mixed in” to another, more 
comprehensive calendar published to a different web page. 

Create subcalendars in Publisher, not during “send” from 25Live

Rather than using the “sub-calendar” option for sending events from 
25Live, you’ll have more flexibility and control over content in your 
embedded Publisher calendars if you send events to their own new or 
existing top-level “calendar,” then add them, on the Publisher end, as 
subcalendars to an empty top-level “container calendar” created in 
Publisher. You can then mix in various calendars as needed during the 
course of formatting and publishing the top-level, container calendar. 
For more information, see page 27.
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How will the 
calendars look?

In preparation for deciding how you want calendar data presented on the 
web, we recommend you sign in to 25Live Publisher and look at the 
various format and styling options available for spuds and for calendar 
views. Examples of published calendars are available for viewing on the 
CollegeNET corporate website: 

http://corp.collegenet.com/products/25Live_calendars.html

Your Functional Administrator and web developer may want to 
collaborate on assessing presentation options and determining how best 
to satisfy your online calendar requirements.

For information on adding spuds and choosing calendar views, refer 
back to “The role of spuds and views in 25Live publishing” on page 15.

Selecting events for publication

Options for 
grouping events to 
send from 25Live

You send events to 25Live Publisher by first retrieving either the events 
to send or the locations assigned to the events of interest. In either case, 
it is the relevant events that are sent to the Publisher.

With the appropriate security access, you may use any of the basic or 
advanced search options available from the 25Live Events or Locations 
tab to retrieve data to send. You’ll probably want to first create and save 
searches in 25Live, then share the searches in R25 with the 25Live 
Publisher Seat user, who can “star” the searches in 25Live.
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The following example shows a grouping of events to send to 25Live. 
The list was generated using the starred search Cont Ed for Adults. 

Clicking a Starred search in 25Live runs the search and displays results filtered by the 
current user’s security rights.

Select this action to send the 
events to the Publisher. 
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Sending events to 25Live Publisher
When necessary, you may select just a single event, or a single location 
where events are scheduled, to send to the Publisher; or you can perform 
a simple search on the Search for Events (or Search for Locations) 
subtab to send those results to Publisher. The search criteria are saved 
with a search, and that information may be accessed later from the 
Publisher administration tab in 25Live; see “Managing Publisher feeds” 
on page 55.

Sending events to 25Live Publisher

You send events to 25Live Publisher based on event or location 
selections. 

Sending events with multiple “reservations” to the Publisher

R25 supports creation of multiple reservations for a single event, such as 
a Dance event with a Performance reservation, a Rehearsal, and a Master 
Class. 25Live does not allow creation of events with multiple 
reservations, although you can edit these events, one reservation at a 
time, in 25Live. 

When an R25 event has multiple reservations, all are automatically sent 
to Publisher with the event. 

If you want to separate out the event “reservations” to appear in online 
calendars from those to exclude, create separate events in either 25Live 
or R25. You can then associate the events with a content relationship in 
either application, if you like, for optimal viewing, tracking, and 
reporting in 25Live.

Limits on occurrence dates sent to 25Live Publisher

By default, the event occurrences sent to 25Live Publisher are limited to 
dates 30 days into the past and 180 days into the future. These feed 
defaults may be modified using the Publisher options on the Integration 
tab in the 25Live Administration Utility. See “Setting up 25Live 
Publisher integration” on page 9.
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Sending events to 25Live Publisher
You need to sign in to 25Live Publisher to set up the transmission of 
events or events-in-locations:

To send an event or a set of events to 25Live Publisher:

1 On the Events or Locations tab, find the event(s) or location(s) to 
include in the new feed to 25Live. 

In Pre-Defined Event/Location Searches, you can just click an item 
in a search grouping, such as a search in Your Starred Event/
Location Searches, to list the corresponding events or locations.
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You can also use Search for Events to perform an ad hoc search for 
just one or a few events/locations to send.

Reminder: When you send locations to 25Live, you’re sending the 
event(s) occurring in those locations.

2 Select  Send to Publisher (if the option isn’t immediately visible 
above the results, click Actions first).

3 Enter your 25Live Publisher username and password to sign in to 
the Publisher context.

4 Adjust the defaults in the Feed Options section, if changes are 
required for this feed.

5 If the destination calendar for your send already exists in 25Live 
Publisher, 

a Click the button next to the top Send option.

b Select the existing development calendar name from the top 
drop-down field. 

c Click Send Events to Existing Calendar.

OR

If you want to create a development calendar for the event(s), 

a Click the button next to the “Create a new...” option.
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b Name the new calendar, then click Create Calendar and Send 
Events.

Type the name exactly as you want it to appear in 25Live 
Publisher. 
This name will not appear in the final calendar embedded 
online; the published name is specified in the Publish Settings 
for the development calendar (in “Calendar name” field) in the 
Publisher tool.

6 Verify the result in the Status area on the right.

It may take awhile for the send to complete and the status to show 
the results. 

7 Do any of the following:

• Click the Close button at bottom center or the close icon “x” to 
close the Send window and return to 25Live without signing out 
of the Publisher.

• Click “(sign out)” near the top right to quit the Publisher. 

• Click “Open 25Live Publisher” at the bottom right to proceed to 
the Publisher environment where you can view the events just 

Better to create subcalendars in 25Live Publisher

It’s recommended that you not use the “sub-calendar” option for sendin
events from 25Live. You’ll have more flexibility and control over 
content in your embedded Publisher calendars if you send events to the
own new or existing top-level “calendar,” then add them, on the 
Publisher end, as subcalendars to an empty top-level “container 
calendar” created in Publisher, then mix in the desired calendars, as 
needed, during the course of formatting and publishing the top-level, 
container calendar. 

For example, you might send individually to the Publisher three 
calendars—one each for “Baseball,” “Baseball Practice,” and “Baseba
Tournament” events. In the Publisher, you would then make all or just 
some of them subcalendars of a container calendar, created in Publishe
called “Baseball Summer 2012.” Finally, during setup of the Baseball 
Summer 2012 calendar, you would need to “mix in” the subcalendars 
that you want to show up in the final, published calendar. If you wante
you could also make just the “Baseball Practice” calendar a subcalend
of an “Athletic Practices” calendar that’s been created as another top-
level container calendar, and mix it in to that calendar along with other
feeds of athletics practice events.
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sent. (You may need to sign in again using your Publisher 
username/password.)

Once events are sent to 25Live Publisher, the feed will be continuously 
updated in the Publisher development calendar, and on your website 
when the calendar is embedded—at a frequency interval and within the 
publishing date ranges configured for your institution. 

So, for example, if you send to 25Live Publisher a set of events 
retrieved using a search based on the event type “Dance,” both existing 
events and new events created later with this event type are 
automatically made available to 25Live Publisher. In another example, 
after you've sent the events in a particular set of locations (for example, 
all locations in a search for the category West Quad) to the Publisher, 
any new events scheduled in those locations are added to the calendar as 
they’re created, as are the events in any location added later to West 
Quad.

Note Event updates to existing feeds are subject to the security 
limitations of the user who created the feed. For example, a new 
event with the event type Dance is not added to the feed based 
on a search for that event type if the object-level access to the 
event of the original sending user is No Access.

Updates to data feeds occur at a default frequency interval of every 20 
minutes. Your Janitor scheduler process may be reset (by your onsite 
technical support) to run at a different interval if your deployment 
option is Database at Customer Site (DBCS). Hosted schools, whose 
deployment option is Software as a Service (SaaS), should contact 
CollegeNET Series25 Customer Support – Hosted Services.

Tracking and managing data feeds

When you initiate a feed to 25Live Publisher, an entry for the new 
“Send” is added to the Publisher Overview on the Publisher tab in 
25Live (accessed using your Publisher login). Use this view to track and 
manage your calendar feeds. See “Managing Publisher feeds” on 
page 55.
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Setting up and publishing calendars from 
25Live Publisher

When events are sent to an existing calendar

If a calendar is already published to your website, any events just sent to 
that existing calendar from 25live are automatically added to the 
published calendar. No further action is necessary.

Setting up a new calendar sent from 25Live

On the home page of 25Live Publisher, all the calendars you can access 
are listed in the left-hand column. Look for a newly arrived calendar 
name in the left-hand column, under OTHER CALENDARS. 

Note If you want to share a calendar with other users—for example, 
the web developer—see “Sharing calendars” on page 34.

The events displayed on the home page and the button options across 
the top always correspond to the calendar in the left column selected as 
CURRENT CALENDAR (if the calendar isn’t yet published) or 
CURRENT PUBLICATION (if at least the basic publish settings have 
been completed and saved).

You click the name under OTHER CALENDARS to move a calendar up 
to the CURRENT slot. The events currently being sent to the calendar 
from 25Live are displayed on the right.
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Note The row of buttons across the top open those options for the 
CURRENT calendar/publication; “Publish” is the option to use 
to set up or modify a calendar. 

To begin setup for a new calendar,

1 On the Publisher home page, click the name of the calendar to make 
it the CURRENT CALENDAR.

2 Click Publish.

3 Click once to select a default calendar view.

Basic navigation in 25Live Publisher

Clicking Publish for a new development calendar takes you to the basic 
publish settings. After basic settings have been completed and saved, 
clicking Publish opens the entire Publishing Control Panel for the 
calendar.
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Setting up and publishing calendars from 25Live Publisher
Roll your cursor over a view image to see a brief description.

4 Scroll down to complete additional publish settings. 

A description to the right of each field describes its purpose. For 
more detailed information, click the green-backed question mark (?) 
in a section heading.

You don’t have to complete all the additional fields now. If you like, 
you can return to Publish Settings later to fine-tune the setup. 
Before you can generate accurate code for the calendar spud, 
however, you will need to provide the “Unique web name” for 
inclusion in the embedded calendar’s web address.

Choosing the default calendar view

If the calendar will contain a heavy load of events, you might consider 
choosing a default view that limits the number of occurrence dates to be 
displayed at once— perhaps a list versus a calendar view.

For ease of viewing, always accompany the calendar with a search 
control spud.

Remember that the Map calendar spud is not supported by the Publisher 
(see page 15).

Be sure the web name is unique!

The “Unique web name” field means just what it says. It needs to be 
unique among all clients accessing 25Live Publisher; this name 
becomes part of the published calendar’s web address and is 
included in the code generated for your embedded calendar. Click 
“Check availability” to be sure the default name selected by the 
system is in fact unique. If it is not, type a new name and check 
availability again. 

To ensure a unique web name, use this syntax:  
<myschoolname>_<calendar name>

for example:  collegenetU_conferences_Fall2012
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5 When you’re done with these settings, click Publish to save your 
settings and generate a Publishing Control Panel of options for the 
new calendar. The tabs you’ll use to complete your calendar setup 
are circled below:

Specify the calendar address

A control spud won’t link correctly to the embedded calendar unless 
you specify the web address (“Calendar address”) in the calendar 
Publish Settings. Although specifying the calendar address is only 
required when you’re using control spuds to link to the calendar 
from another web page, it's recommended that you always complete 
the Calendar address field, if possible. 

The calendar address can point to the actual URL or HTML page in 
which you embed the calendar spud.  For example:
http://www.myschool.edu/library/calendar.html

What does clicking “Publish” mean at this point?

In addition to initializing the setup and formatting settings for your new 
calendar, clicking Publish generates embeddable code for the calendar, 
described below. The calendar is only finally “published” to your 
website, however, when the code for the calendar spud and any 
accompanying control or promotion spuds have been embedded in the 
source code for the web page where the calendar is to appear.
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6 Click the Calendar Spuds tab to see the code that Publisher has 
generated for your main calendar and selected default view.

7 To get an idea of what you have so far, you can use a text editor to 
look at your code output as HTML.

a Paste the code into the text editor and add basic HTML tags; 
save the file with the extension .html. For example, using the 
code above, the following was saved as an HTML file: 

<html>
  <head>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://25livepub.collegenet.com/scripts/
spuds.js"></script>
  </head>

<body>
       <script type="text/javascript">
       $Trumba.addSpud({
       webName: "staff-events",
       spudType : "main" });
       </script>
       <noscript>Your browser must support JavaScript to view this content.
       Please enable JavaScript in your browser settings then try again.
       </noscript>

</body>

</html>
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b Open the saved HTML file in a browser. For example, the code 
above generates a rough version of a calendar assigned a default 
“Classic Multi-Day” view:

From here, there’s a wide variety of options for specifying calendar 
formatting and control options, including alternate views, and 
optional control spuds to navigate the published calendar. Separate 
promotion spuds may also be created.

For a description of major options in the 25Live Publisher Control 
Panel, see “Roadmap to additional calendar setup options” on 
page 35.

8 The final task is to embed the JavaScript code for your completed 
calendar in the HTML code for the host web page.

At that point, the calendar data becomes available to web page 
visitors.

Sharing calendars

If the 25Live Functional Administrator signs in to 25Live Publisher 
with a different username/password from the web developer, the 
administrator needs to sign in to the Publisher and share the new 
calendar before the calendar publication process can begin. 

Users may also want to share calendar content with other Publisher 
users.
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To share a development calendar, 

1 On your 25Live Publisher home page, click the down arrow to the 
right of the calendar name in the left column and choose Share 
calendar.

2 Check the box next to the user(s) to share with, then scroll down, if 
necessary, and click the Add to Shared List button. 

3 Click Done.

Roadmap to additional calendar setup options 

The Publishing Control Panel provides many options to help you 
develop the desired look and functionality for your calendar. The 
sections below provide a brief reference to the options available to 
complete setup and formatting for a calendar after initial setup 
(procedure described on page 30). Each tab shows any selections you’ve 
made so far, or appropriate defaults, and lets you drill down to make 
choices or changes. 

Learning more about 25Live Publisher

Use the 25Live Publisher help to learn more about how to use the 
various fields and functions. You can click “Help” at the right end of the 
Publisher banner. You can also find helpful information in embedded 
descriptions and question marks (?) throughout the user interface. 

Be aware that not all information in the help may be relevant to 
supported functionality for embedding 25Live Publisher calendars on 
your website. 
Event submission forms described here, for example, are not supported 
by 25Live Publisher:

http://25livepub.collegenet.com/help/submitevent/submitformget.aspx

Note 25Live Publisher now lets you enable FaceBook comments and 
Twitter posts from events as described on page 38.

See “Attaching images to events” on page 42 to learn how to attach 
images to events you’re publishing. 
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All tabs These options are available at the bottom of each tab page. 

Navigating among tabs

When you’re moving among control panel tabs for a single calendar, use 
the Back arrow on your browser to return to the tab you selected to drill 
down to the current page. Using the breadcrumb throws you out of the 
control panel and returns you to the home page. 

Do not alter use of event start/end times in 25Live Publisher

Ignore any option in Publish Settings that allows you to elect not to 
“Honor publish start/end times.” Be sure to leave the field default as is.

Use this option... To do this...

Done Save your publish settings and return 
to the main 25Live Publisher home 
page.

Unpublish Remove the embedded calendar 
spuds from your website and delete 
all Publishing Control Panel settings 
(see “Removing an embedded 
calendar from your website” on 
page 53.)

Copy All Publish and Spuds 
Settings From…

Change all the current calendar’s 
publish settings to match another 
calendar’s settings. 

Use this option to quickly implement 
a calendar “template” already 
created to define a consistent look 
and behavior for multiple calendars 
to be embedded across your website. 

Note: This drop-down field isn’t 
available until you’ve published at 
least one other calendar, and 
completed and saved the initial 
“Publish” settings for the current 
calendar.
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Publish Settings tab This tab shows the publish settings you chose when you performed the 
basic setup for your calendar and provides a number of formatting 
options to modify and complete basic setup. 

Use this option... To do this...

Edit Publish Setting Change basic publish settings.

Edit Styles & Icons Change the color scheme, fonts, and 
styles. Choose or upload new icon 
graphics.

Edit Calendar Colors Change calendar background and 
text and link colors

Edit EA Settings Choose calendar date/time formats 
and specify how to display ongoing 
events. (EA=Event Action)

Preview all Spuds Preview all selected calendar, 
control, and promotion spuds.

Note: This is a handy way to see the 
current state of your setup and 
formatting selections.

Creating templates for use with multiple calendars

The Copy All Publish and Spuds Settings From… option above helps you 
ensure uniformity among calendars being published to different areas of 
your website. Use it to import an existing calendar’s settings as the 
template for the current calendar. 

To ensure smooth calendar implementation, creating calendar templates 
might be a good first task for your web developer, before any data feeds 
are sent from 25Live. Example calendar templates might include Master 
Template, Athletic Template, and Alumni Template.
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Calendar Spuds tab This tab lets you add alternate calendar views to the default you selected 
as a basic publish setting, and provides links for changing view settings. 
You can also remove calendar views from this tab. 

Use this option... To do this...

Add a Calendar View Click the button at top right to add 
alternate calendar views for this 
calendar.

Main Calendar Spud > 
Preview

See what you’ve got so far. (Look for 
the Preview option in multiple 
locations; it provides a handy quick-
check of what you’ve done so far for 
a particular item.)

Main Calendar Spud > Edit 
Settings & Styles

Set calendar list options (if your 
calendar comprises multiple 
calendars sent from 25Live) and 
choose styles for the Event Actions 
Panel, Calendar Actions Panel, and 
Search Status Panel.

Available Calendar Views > 
Edit Settings & Styles

Choose paging and pop-up options 
for this view, and change color, fonts, 
styles that are specific to this 
calendar view (note, this does not 
change the main styles chosen from 
the Publish Settings tab).

Event Detail View > Edit 
Settings & Styles

Define details for display of 
individual events, including date/
time, style, and image options.
Also lets you enable Twitter and 
LinkedIn posts and a Facebook 
comments plugin. *

Popup Event Detail Spud – Edit 
Settings & Styles

Set the date/time and style options for 
event popup windows, or rollovers 
(note that this does not apply to all 
calendar views).

* For details on setting up your calendar spud to allow users to add Facebook 
comments and/or post Tweets from event details in the published calendar, 
read this Series25 knowledgebase article (search on “Facebook 
Comments”).
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Control Spuds tab This tab lets you add and edit navigation—date and view selection and 
event search—spuds to accompany your online calendar. You can select 
one or more control spuds to embed with the calendar. 

Promotion Spuds tab This tab lets you select promotion spuds (if desired) to promote on 
another web page events in the current calendar; promotion spuds 
include a date finder spud to embed with the calendar.  

Email tab This tab lets you select and edit calendar- and event-specific email 
messages (if desired) for the calendar display.   

Use this option... To do this...

Add a Control Spud Add a control spud to the calendar.

spud_name > Edit Settings & 
Styles

Set the field and style options for this 
control spud. Note that some control 
spuds are not editable.

Use this option... To do this...

Add a Promotion Spud Create a promotion spud to promote 
events in the calendar.

spud_name > Edit Settings & 
Styles

Set the date/time and style options for 
this promotion spud.

Use this option... To do this...

Add a Calendar Email Make the Calendar Email available in 
the current calendar.

Calendar Email > Edit Settings 
& Styles

Set email banner, privacy message, 
and styles for the Calendar Email.

Add an Event Email Make the “Email Me,” “Forward To 
Friend,” and/or “Reminder” email 
messages available in the current 
calendar.

event_email_name > Edit 
Settings & Styles

Set email banner, privacy message, 
and styles for the Event Email.
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Feeds tab This tab lets you customize the date/time and style options for RSS, 
Atom, and iCalendar (iCal) feeds for the current calendar.

Hosted Calendar tab This tab is not relevant to 25Live Publisher use. 25Live Publisher 
supports the creation and formatting of embedded calendars published 
to your website. Hosted calendars are not part of the standard 25Live 
Publisher service.

Customize your Publisher email interface

You’ll probably want to configure email options to use your school 
colors or logo! 
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Managing published content

The sections that follow cover these topics:

To learn about this... See page...

Attaching images to events 42

Attaching documents to events 44

Attaching other custom attributes to events 44

Managing the display of event custom attributes 45

Filtering events to appear in promotion spuds 49

Removing an embedded calendar from your website 53

Deleting calendars 53

Managing Publisher feeds 55
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Attaching images to events

25Live Publisher displays event thumbnail images—for example, in a 
Photo Events calendar view or in a Photo Upcoming promotion spud—
when images have been attached to individual events in 25Live (or 
R25).

Larger images attached to an event are displayed when a calendar visitor 
drills down into the event details in Publisher.

Displaying images for events in 25Live Publisher calendars requires the 
preparation described below.

What you need to do in preparation

• If they don’t yet exist in your database, two event custom attributes 
must be added to Master Definitions, in the 25Live Administration 
Utility or R25 (Be sure to read “Implementation of Event Image and 
Detail Image has changed” on page 43): 

• The image custom attributes need to be attached, in the 25Live 
Event Type Hierarchy (or R25 Event Frameworks), to the event 
types for which you want to display images in Publisher.

Note Publisher does not support custom attributes with an 
“Image” data type (or with a “Long Text” data type).

• A publicly accessible web address must be created whereby the 
event-specific images may be accessed by URL. 

• For each event with a thumbnail and/or a larger image available, the 
corresponding custom attribute(s) must be completed in the event 
record to specify the appropriate URL

For this kind of 
image...

The event custom 
attribute is called...

And has this 
data type...

Thumbnail   Event Image File Reference

Larger image   Detail Image File Reference
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File types supported by Publisher include JPEG, PNG, GIF, and 
BMP.

DO NOT CREATE “Event Image” / “Detail Image” in 25Live Publisher

Do not create custom fields in 25Live Publisher with the same name as 
the Event Image and Detail Image custom attributes created in the 
25Live Administration Utility or R25.

Uploading images to Publisher is NOT required

It’s no longer necessary to upload images to the Publisher to have them 
appear in your calendars.

Implementation of Event Image and Detail Image has changed

Previously, data managers had to create the Event Image and Detail 
Image custom attributes in their Master Definitions for Event Custom 
Attributes. 

Scripts have now been created to store these attributes using system-
defined IDs, either by adding the attributes to the database if they don’t 
yet exist, or by updating existing, user-defined versions of the two 
attributes to use the system-defined IDs in place of the school-specific 
IDs.

Note If your deployment option is Software as a Service (SaaS), the 
Event Image and Detail Image custom attributes have been 
either created or updated for you by CollegeNET staff. Contact 
Series25 Customer Support – Hosted Services if you have 
questions.

• If your deployment option is Database at Customer Site (DBCS) and 
your data manager hasn’t already created Event Image and Detail 
Image custom attributes in the 25Live Administration Utility or 
R25, run the script appropriate to your DBMS to add the system-
defined attributes to the Series25 database; for more information, 
contact Series25 Customer Support.

• If your deployment option is DBCS and these custom attributes have 
already been added manually to your event Master Definitions, you 
need to run the appropriate script for “25Live Upgraders” at the 
same URL linked above.

If the attributes were added to your master definitions during data 
prep for Publisher, running the upgrade script automatically converts 
attributes already implemented to use the new system-defined IDs.
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Attaching documents to events

You may want visitors to your web calendars to have access to 
document attachments; for example, in PDF, Microsoft Word, or Excel 
format. Like images, these documents must be made available from a 
publicly accessible URL to be displayed from 25Live Publisher and 
have a File Reference data type.

To enable the visitor to your published calendar to open a document 
attached to an event, the requirements are:

• Any custom attribute created in event Master Definitions for a 
document attachment must have a File Reference data type. 

• The custom attributes need to be attached  — in the 25Live 
Administration Utility Event Type Hierarchy or R25 Event 
Frameworks — to the event types to which they apply.

• A publicly accessible web address must be created whereby the 
event-specific documents may be accessed by URL. 

• For each event requiring a document attachment to be displayed in 
an online calendar, the corresponding event custom attribute(s) must 
be specified in 25Live or R25 to specify the document URL. 

Attaching other custom attributes to events

To enable calendar visitors to access additional custom attribute 
attachments from published event information (for example, a map), 
similar requirements apply to those described above:

• The custom attribute must be created in the 25Live Administration 
Utility or R25 event Master Definitions, with a File Reference data 
type.

• Each publisher-directed custom attribute must be attached — in the 
25Live Administration Utility Event Type Hierarchy or R25 Event 
Frameworks — to the event types to which it applies.

• The attribute value provided for an event in 25Live or R25 must 
specify a URL where the attribute has been made available online.

Note You cannot use coordinates to generate a map via Publisher. 
Instead, generate the map online and specify the file reference 
location for the map attribute, as described above. The map 
opens in a separate window in Publisher.
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Managing the display of event custom attributes

All event custom attributes that have values defined are sent to 25Live 
Publisher with their events and added to the Publisher environment, 
where they are available for display in event details. 

The imported custom attribute fields are stored by event type behind a 
“dummy calendar” called Customer Field Owner. 

The Customer Field Owner manager/user manages custom attributes, 
for example, to:

• Specify whether or not you want individual attributes displayed in 
event details.

• Change the order in which attributes appear in the event details for 
events of particular types (“templates”).

Note Other users may be able to see the Customer Field Owner 
calendar on the Manage Your Calendars page, if it’s been shared 
by the manager/user; they will not, however, be able to see or 
edit custom attribute data.

Only primary user account may manage your custom event data 

The Customer Field Owner calendar never contains any events. Its sole 
function is to own custom fields and event types. (25Live event “types” 
are called event “templates” in the Publisher.)

Only the first sign-in user created for your institution’s Publisher 
environment may manage your custom field data (this primary user 
has exclusive rights to manage your school’s custom field data even for 
multiple Publisher accounts). 

The Customer Field Owner calendar is by default not visible from the 
Publisher home page; instead, it’s listed on the Manage Your Calendars 
page accessed by selecting “Manage your calendars” under CALENDAR 
TASKS.

DO NOT delete the Customer Field Owner calendar !!

Whether or not you’re making changes to custom fields, be sure to leave 
the Customer Field Owner calendar in your Publisher environment.
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Accessing custom 
attributes

Reminder:  You need to log in as the primary user account for your 
school to manage custom attributes.

To manage the custom attributes for all your events being published to 
calendars, click Define Custom Fields under OTHER TASKS on your 
Publisher home page. 

You’ll see something like this, with the field and event type (that is, 
event “template”) values specific to your school:

Custom attribute setup is global 

Changes you make from this form are global settings that may apply to 
events in any calendars/spuds published from your 25Live Publisher site.
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To hide a custom 
attribute from your 
event calendars

By default, the custom attributes listed in the Fields column on the 
Define Custom Fields page are all published to the details of events, in 
any calendar, that have a value defined for those attributes.

Note Be sure to hide custom attributes with an Image or Long Text 
data type. These are not supported by Publisher.

To prevent a custom attribute from being displayed for events in your 
calendars:

1 Click “Define custom fields” under OTHER TASKS on your 
Publisher home page.

2 From the Define Custom Fields page, click the custom attribute 
name in the FIELDS column.

3 In the Edit Custom Field page that’s displayed, uncheck “Allow this 
field to be published” in the SECURITY > Visibility area of the page.

Note You can ignore the “Show this field on the event submission 
form” as it does not apply to the 25Live Publisher.

Do not make changes to the Templates field.

4 Click OK.
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To change the order 
of custom attribute 
display

You may want to specify a particular order in which custom attributes 
will be displayed in event details. To do this, you edit the associated 
25Live/R25 event type (called a “template” in the Publisher).

1 Click “Define custom fields” under OTHER TASKS on your 
Publisher home page.

2 From the Define Custom Fields page, click the event type name in 
the EVENT TEMPLATES column.

In the Edit Event Template page that’s displayed, the custom 
attributes associated with the event type are listed in the Selected 
Fields area of the page.

3 Use the up and down arrows next to the Order field to rearrange the 
order of the listed custom attributes.

The order will be reflected in the event details for any event of this 
type.

Note Some field names that appear in Publisher do not match 
those in 25Live/R25. For example, Submitter Name 
specifies the 25Live/R25 event Requestor and 
ORGANIZER specifies the Scheduler.

4 Click Update Field List under the list of attributes.

5 Click OK at the bottom of the page.
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Filtering events to appear in promotion spuds

You may want to filter the events in a calendar so that just a few 
significant events appear in a corresponding promotion spud, rather than 
all the events that show up in the calendar.

You might want to define just a single level of “hot” event to appear in 
any calendar, or you might want to distinguish among “featured event” 
levels; for example, Hot External, Hot Internal, Athletic Featured Event, 
or whatever applies to your school’s event promotion practices.

For example, you might set up the following convention for identifying 
events to appear in a variety of promotion spuds:

1 = “Hot event,” All Audiences

2 = “Hot event,” Student Audience

3 = “Hot event,” Alumni Audience

4 = “Hot event,” Athletics

Note Instead of identifying the featured event levels as 1, 2, 3, etc., 
you might use A, B, C; or whatever convention works for you.

The requirements to set up the events to appear in a promotion spud are 
described below:

What you need to do in 25Live/R25

• A custom attribute must be created in the 25Live Administration 
Utility or R25 event Master Definitions, to be used to specify the 
“Featured Level” of an event you want to appear in promotions.

• “Featured Level” is the recommended custom attribute name.

• Create the custom attribute with a String or Integer data type, as 
appropriate to the value to be provided. 

• The custom attribute needs to be attached — in the 25Live 
Administration Utility Event Type Hierarchy or R25 Event 
Frameworks — to the types of event you want to promote.

• For each event to appear in a promotion spud, the Featured Level 
custom attribute must be assigned a value in 25Live or R25.
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What you need to do in 25Live Publisher

• A “Featured Level” custom attribute (a “field” in 25Live Publisher) 
must be created in Publisher with a name to match the custom 
attribute in 25Live/R25.

• “Featured Level” is the recommended field name. 

• See directions for creating the custom attribute/field in 
“Creating the Publisher field for identifying featured events” 
below.

• For each calendar with one or more promotion spuds, specify the 
name of the field you’re using to filter featured events.

• For each promotion spud associated with the calendar, specify the 
Featured Level(s) of events to filter for the spud.

• See directions for setting up the calendar and promotion spuds 
for event filtering in “Identifying the events to feature in a 
promotion spud” on page 51.

Creating the 
Publisher field for 
identifying featured 
events

You need to tell 25Live Publisher where to store and retrieve the 
featured level specification for the events to be promoted in various 
calendars’ promotion spuds. To do this, you create a custom field in 
Publisher to match the 25Live/R25 custom attribute where the value is 
defined for each applicable event.

1 Click “Define custom fields” under OTHER TASKS on your 
Publisher home page.

2 On the Define Custom Fields page, click “Create a new field” 
beneath the fields list.

3 In the “Field name” field, enter the recommended name “Featured 
Level.”

4 In the “Field type” field, choose “List of choices: Featured Levels.”

5 In the “Possible choices” section that’s displayed, click Add New 
Value to specify a legal value for a Featured Level you’re providing 
in 25Live/R25. 

6 Enter the value in “Featured Levels name” field; provide a 
description if you like. Click OK.

7 Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each value to be supported by the field.

For the example on page 49, you’d create four values: 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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8 Be sure “Allow this field to be published” in the Security > 
Visibility section is not checked. 

Do not edit the Templates field.

9 Click OK to save your changes.

Identifying the 
events to feature in a 
promotion spud

You need to tell 25Live Publisher what custom attribute and what 
value(s) determine whether an event appears in each promotion spud.

1 Open the Edit Publish Settings page from the Publishing Control 
Panel for a calendar for which you want to filter events for 
promotion spud(s).

2 Scroll down to the “Featured event field” (in the Publish Settings) 
and choose the name of your custom field “Featured Level.”
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3 Click OK.

4 Select the Promotion Spuds tab for the calendar, and Edit Settings 
for the promotion spud (add the spud first if it doesn’t yet exist).

5 Click in the field next to “Only show levels” in the FEATURED 
EVENT SETTINGS section. A drop-down list shows the setting 
options defined for the Featured Level custom attribute. Check one 
or more values to specify the levels of events to include in the 
promotion spud. For our ongoing example, the options look like 
this:

6 Click OK.
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Removing an embedded calendar from your website

You may want to “unpublish” a calendar already embedded on your 
website; for example, if the calendar content is no longer relevant. 
Unpublishing removes the calendar from the web page(s) where it’s 
embedded. It also removes the Publishing Control Panel setup in the 
Publisher, although the calendar does remain in your list of calendars on 
your Publisher home page. 

1 Edit the source files for the web pages containing the embedded 
Publisher spud code. Remove the spud code and save your changes.

If you don’t remove the spud code before unpublishing the calendar, 
the spud code will display an error message on the related web 
pages.

2 On your Publisher home page, left-click the down arrow next to the 
name in the left-hand panel of the calendar published calendar.
Choose “Publish calendar” from the pop-up menu.

OR

Click the Publish button above the calendar if the calendar to 
unpublish is selected as the CURRENT PUBLICATION.

3 On the Publish Settings tab of the Publishing Control Panel, click 
Unpublish below the list of settings.

To remove the calendar from the list on your Publisher home page, see 
“To delete a calendar” on page 53.

Deleting calendars

To delete a calendar You might use this procedure to remove an unpublished calendar from 
your Publisher environment.

1 On your Publisher home page, left-click the down arrow next to the 
calendar name in the left-hand panel.

2 Choose “Delete calendar” from the pop-up menu.

Deleting the calendar in the Publisher does not stop the feed from 
25Live, which continues to XML files behind the scenes. Perform the 
procedure below to cancel the related feed.
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To cancel a calendar 
“send” from 25Live

You might choose to cancel a calendar already sent from 25Live; for 
example, if you need to re-strategize the content of the published 
calendar and re-send events.

1 In 25Live, display the search or other grouping of events previously 
sent to the Publisher. 

2 Click  at the right end of the view selector bar.

3 Enter your 25Live Publisher username and password to sign in to 
the Publisher context.

4 In the Status box on the right of the Send Events to 25Live Publisher 
form, click the x next to the name of the calendar to which you want 
to stop sending events in the current grouping. This stops any future 
send’s of this event grouping to the selected calendar. (The calendar 
and events already sent are still available in the Publisher.) Follow 
the procedure in “To delete a calendar” on page 53 to delete the 
entire calendar in the Publisher. Use the procedure below to delete 
individual events.

To delete individual 
events from a 
calendar

To delete an individual event occurrence from a Publisher calendar: 

1 On your Publisher home page, click the name of the calendar to edit 
in the left-hand panel, to make it the CURRENT CALENDAR/
PUBLICATION.

2 In the calendar displayed on the right, find the event to delete.

3 Click the down arrow to the left of the event name and choose 
Delete This Event.

If there are other occurrences of the event you want to delete, find 
them in the calendar and repeat steps 1–3 above.
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Managing Publisher feeds

The Publisher tab in 25Live maintains tracking information on each data 
feed sent to Publisher by you and any other users who may be sharing 
the same Publisher logon. Signing in with your Publisher credentials 
opens the Publisher Overview view of feeds sent to Publisher. 

Information presented includes the name of the Publisher calendar 
specified when you send events; a description of search criteria or the 
search name of a saved search used to retrieve the events or locations, 
and the status of feeds and Publisher calendars. 

You can use the  icon in the Update Now? column on the far left to 
re-synchronize the feed with complete event content; that is, to delete all 
tracking data and re-run the feed. Under normal circumstances you 
shouldn’t have to do this, but the action ensures data accuracy in cases 
of changes in event information that wouldn’t normally trigger a feed 
update—such as a location name change.

Feeds whose calendars have been deleted in the 25Live Publisher are 
displayed in red, accompanied by an asterisk, to alert you that the feeds 
may safely be deleted.

Click the  icon at the upper right of the view to learn more about 
view contents and actions you can perform in the view. 
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